August 13, 2014
Geoffrey Mangers
4124 Ross Park Dr.
San Jose, CA 95118-1761
(408) 978-8646
Email: geoffrey@mangers.org
To: the El Camino Hospital (Corporate and District) Board AND the declared candidates for this position.

90-day Notice of Intention to Sue the El Camino Hospital Board for a Response
To wit:

1) A Vote.

On the issue of the refunds I am owed. And which, if it is summarily unfavorable, that I be
allowed to place it upon the agenda to make my case for it.
Valley Med proved to me the subsequent year (after my last lithotripsy at your Los Gatos facility) that the
previous ones administered to me by that facility were unnecessary. And the doubling of prices on these
unnecessary procedures to triple the fair market rate after your acquisition of it is unconscionable. And remains
so to this day: presently billing $45,300 for them.
In fact, ALL of the procedures by your hospital upon me have been unnecessary. Dr. Havel has already
acknowledged this to me regarding the false imprisonment at your Behavioral Health unit. And I'm not the only
one: you were holding a woman for mountain climbing there also, picked up by a park ranger in Boulder Creek.
She should never have even been allowed into that facility. And it is troubling to me how Dr. Havel has been
(and continues to be) kept in the dark about what has been going on in his ward by his staff. Who's running that
facility anyway?

2) Answers to my questions*. Which are continually ignored. And your CEO has made it official:
telling me in a letter (containing many errors and assumptions) that she has instructed your staff not to respond
to me.
*: e.g. I still have had no answer to the letter I left with this Board on February 9, 2011.

I'm not a lawyer nor can I afford one. And truly loathe litigation and am hoping the 90-day notice will be
sufficient in producing a vote. But I'm not optimistic. Possibly the election might help -- hopefully someone
might make it an issue in their campaign.
El Camino Hospital is banking over a half-billion in reserves that just keeps on going up. I'll repeat it once
again for benefit of the candidates: the citizens of your district did not elect you to come up with an Enron.
And if you're running on this platform then you should state so in your campaign.
I find it truly bizarre to have to bring such an action.
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